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Abstract

& To find out whether attentional capture by irrelevant but
salient visual objects is an exogenous bottom–up phenomenon,
or can be modulated by current task set, two experiments were
conducted where the N2pc component was measured as
an electrophysiological marker of attentional selection in re-
sponse to spatially uninformative color singleton cues that
preceded target arrays. When observers had to report the ori-
entation of a uniquely colored target bar among distractor
bars (color task), behavioral spatial cueing effects were ac-
companied by an early cue-induced N2pc, indicative of rapid

attentional capture by color singleton cues. In contrast, when
they reported the orientation of target bars presented with-
out distractors (onset task), no behavioral cueing effects were
found and no early N2pc was triggered to physically identical
cue arrays. Experiment 2 ruled out an alternative interpreta-
tion of these N2pc differences in terms of distractor inhibition.
These results do not support previous claims that attentional
capture is initially unaffected by top–down intention, and dem-
onstrate the central role of task set in involuntary attentional
orienting. &

INTRODUCTION

Selective attention is the mechanism by which organ-
isms bias perceptual and cognitive processing in favor of
objects and events that are relevant to their behavioral
goals. However, attention can also be attracted by salient
perceptual stimuli that are unrelated to current inten-
tions. Ever since James (1890), the dichotomy between
an endogenous, voluntary, and controlled mode of al-
locating attention, and the exogenous, involuntary, and
automatic capture of attention has been regarded as
a fundamental distinction (e.g., Müller & Rabbitt, 1989;
Jonides, 1981).

Evidence for exogenous attentional capture comes
from visual search studies where salient nontargets
(uniquely colored ‘‘color singleton’’ stimuli) were pre-
sented together with less salient shape singleton targets.
The presence of color singletons delayed target detec-
tion, even though color was known to be task-irrelevant
(e.g., Theeuwes, 1991), suggesting that color singletons
capture attention in a bottom–up fashion, indepen-
dently of current task sets. However, other studies (Folk
& Remington, 1998; Folk, Remington, & Wright, 1994;
Folk, Remington, & Johnston, 1992) have challenged
this claim. In these experiments, spatially nonpredictive
peripheral cues were presented 150 msec prior to the
onset of a target display. Responses were faster when

targets appeared at the cued location, indicative of at-
tentional capture, but, crucially, such spatial cueing ef-
fects were only observed when cue properties matched
the current task set. When observers had to detect a
color singleton target among nontargets, spatial cueing
effects were found when target displays were preceded
by color singleton cues. In contrast, physically identical
cue displays failed to produce cueing effects when targets
were abrupt onset items. Conversely, with abrupt onset
cues, spatial cueing effects were obtained for an onset
target task, but not when targets were color singletons.

The results obtained by Theeuwes (1991) and the
findings reported by Folk and colleagues have led to
diametrically opposed interpretations with respect to
the nature of attentional capture. The former suggest
that capture is a stimulus-driven bottom–up phenome-
non that is determined exclusively by the saliency of
visual singleton objects, whereas the latter imply that
top–down task sets play an important role in the con-
trol of exogenous attentional capture. According to the
contingent involuntary orienting hypothesis (Folk et al.,
1992), attentional capture by salient visual objects is not
triggered in a purely automatic bottom–up fashion, but
is contingent upon whether or not these objects match
task-relevant attributes as defined in the current task set.
If this hypothesis is correct, the fact that Theeuwes
found substantially delayed reaction times (RTs) when
visual search arrays also contained a task-irrelevant color
singleton needs to be explained without assuming thatBirkbeck College London
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such color singletons capture attention in a bottom–up
fashion. Folk and Remington (1998) have provided such
an explanation by assuming that these RT costs are due
to the increased visual complexity of search arrays that
contain two singleton stimuli, which extends the dura-
tion of preattentive processing (filtering costs). In other
words, the presence of an additional irrelevant color
singleton delays RTs not because it captures attention in
a bottom–up fashion, but because attentional shifts to
the target singleton are delayed.

On the other hand, the hypothesis that attention is
captured in a completely bottom–up fashion by salient
visual singletons has to account for the observation by
Folk et al. (1992) that spatial cueing effects are elimi-
nated when singleton cues do not share attributes with
targets. Theeuwes, Atchley, and Kramer (2000) have
argued that salient singleton stimuli (such as the cues
used by Folk and colleagues) always capture attention
independently of current task sets. However, attention is
then rapidly disengaged from stimuli that have no task-
set relevant attributes. In other words, although atten-
tion is initially captured in a bottom–up fashion by color
singleton cues, its rapid disengagement from irrelevant
cues prior to the presentation of subsequent targets
prevents the emergence of behavioral spatial cueing
effects.

The question whether involuntary attentional capture
is determined by current task set, or is initially triggered
in a purely bottom–up fashion, remains unresolved.
Until now, this debate has been almost exclusively based
on behavioral measures. Because overt performance
reflects the end result of a long sequence of processing
stages, observed behavioral effects are often compatible
with competing theoretical claims about underlying
cognitive processes. The controversy between the hy-
pothesis that intentional task set can prevent attentional
capture (Folk et al., 1992), and the alternative claim that
capture occurs regardless of task set, but that attention
is rapidly disengaged from task-set irrelevant objects
(Theeuwes et al., 2000), is based on specific assumptions
about the temporal dynamics of attentional capture that
are difficult to dissociate on the basis of behavioral
measures alone.

Scalp-recorded event-related brain potentials (ERPs)
offer a more precise measure of the time course of per-
ceptual and cognitive processes. In particular, the N2pc
component provides a unique temporal marker for the
allocation of attention in visual space, and is therefore
ideally suited to distinguish between conflicting hypoth-
eses about the nature and time course of attentional
capture effects. The N2pc component is characterized by
an enhanced negativity over posterior scalp electrodes
contralateral to the side of an attended stimulus, is typi-
cally elicited between 180 and 300 msec after the onset
of a visual search array, and is assumed to reflect the
attentional selection of candidate target items that are
presented among distractors in a visual search task, and/

or the attentional inhibition of distractors (Woodman &
Luck, 1999; Girelli & Luck, 1997; Eimer, 1996; Luck &
Hillyard, 1994a, 1994b). In a recent ERP investigation of
attentional capture, Hickey, McDonald, and Theeuwes
(2006) measured the N2pc to search arrays that contained
a salient nontarget color singleton and a less salient target
shape singleton, analogous to the procedures first em-
ployed by Theeuwes (1991). When target and nontarget
singletons were presented on opposite sides, an N2pc
elicited by the nontarget color singleton preceded the
N2pc elicited by the shape target, suggesting that atten-
tional shifts toward the more salient nontarget singleton
preceded shifts of attention toward the target. These find-
ings indicate that stimulus-driven bottom–up factors may
be more important for attentional capture than top–down
task sets.

The aim of the present study was to investigate the
impact of the manipulation of current task sets on atten-
tional capture using the N2pc as an indicator of spatially
selective attentional processing. In contrast to Hickey et al.
(2006), who measured the N2pc in response to visual
search displays with target and nontarget singletons, we re-
corded ERPs in a spatial cueing paradigm that was closely
modeled on the study by Folk et al. (1992). Each trial
started with a 50-msec presentation of a cue array con-
sisting of six sets of small dots arranged in a circular fash-
ion (Figure 1). In Experiment 1, one set of dots was red,
all others were gray, and the location of the red color
singleton cues was unrelated to the position of upcom-
ing target stimuli. Target stimulus arrays were presented
200 msec after cue onset. A color task, where participants
reported the orientation of a red target bar presented
among gray nontarget bars, was compared to an onset
task, where the orientation of a single gray target bar had
to be reported. Analogous to Folk et al., behavioral spatial
cueing effects indicative of attentional capture were ex-
pected for the color task. In contrast, no such cueing ef-
fects should be observed for the onset task, where color
singleton cues were task-set irrelevant.

To find out whether and how attentional capture by
physically identical color singleton cues was modulated
by the current task set, the N2pc component was mea-
sured in response to these color singleton cues, sepa-
rately for the color and the onset tasks. The 200-msec
interval between cue and target array onset was chosen
to ensure that the N2pc triggered by the cue was elicited
prior to the emergence of any visual ERP components in
response to the subsequent target array. A reliable N2pc
component was expected in response to color single-
ton cues for the color task, where these cues shared a
task-relevant attribute (color) with the targets, and thus,
should capture attention even though they were spa-
tially nonpredictive. The critical question was whether
and when an N2pc would be triggered by the cues in
the onset task. If salient color singletons capture atten-
tion regardless of task set, the N2pc should initially be
identical for both tasks. If attention is rapidly disengaged
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from color singletons when color is task-irrelevant, as
claimed by Theeuwes et al. (2000), the N2pc should
be short-lived in the onset task but remain present in a
more sustained fashion in the color task. In contrast,
if attentional capture is genuinely contingent on task
set (Folk et al., 1992), color singleton cues should not
capture attention at all in the onset task, and no N2pc
should be observed.

EXPERIMENT 1

Methods

Participants

Twelve volunteers (mean age = 25.3 years, 6 men) were
paid to participate in Experiment 1. One of the partic-
ipants was left-handed, the others were right-handed,
and all had normal or corrected-to-normal vision.

Stimuli and Procedure

On each trial, a cue display (50 msec duration) was
followed after a 150-msec interval by a target display
(50 msec duration). The cue display consisted of a cir-
cular array of six sets of four closely aligned dots (each
set subtending 0.88 � 0.88 visual angle), presented at a
constant distance of 4.48 from central fixation. One set
of dots was red (color singleton cue), whereas all others
were gray (Figure 1). Singleton cues were presented
randomly and equiprobably at one of the four left and
right locations, but never at the top or bottom. In the
color task (six successive blocks of 64 trials), a red
bar was presented at one of the four lateral locations and
was accompanied by five gray bars. The size of each bar
was 1.38 � 0.58, and its orientation (horizontal/vertical)
varied randomly across trials. Participants had to report
the orientation of the red target bar by pressing a left
or right response key. In the onset task (six blocks of
64 trials), a single gray target bar was presented ran-
domly at one lateral position and its orientation had to
be reported. Color singleton cues were uninformative
with respect to target location (25% validity). All red
and gray stimuli were isoluminant (11 cd/m2), and were
presented on a 17-in. computer monitor against a black
background. A small gray fixation dot was continuously
present at the screen center throughout the experimen-
tal blocks. Intertrial interval was 1500 msec. Task order
and mappings of target orientation to response hand
were counterbalanced across participants.

Electrophysiological Recording and Data Analysis

Electroencephalogram (EEG) activity was DC-recorded
from 23 scalp sites, with a sampling rate of 250 Hz (Cz
reference, re-referenced off-line to common average ref-
erence). Impedances were kept below 5 k�. EEG was
epoched into 700-msec segments from 100 msec prior
to cue onset to 600 msec after cue onset. Trials with
saccades (voltage exceeding ±30 AV in the HEOG chan-
nel), eye blinks (exceeding ±60 AV at Fpz), or muscular
artifacts (exceeding ±80 AV at any other electrode) were
excluded from analysis. ERPs were averaged relative to
a 100-msec precue baseline for each combination of task
(color task vs. onset task) and cue position (left vs. right
hemifield), collapsed across all four possible target loca-
tions. The N2pc was quantified by measuring mean ERP

Figure 1. Illustration of the different task conditions used in
Experiments 1 and 2. In all tasks, a color singleton cue array was

presented for 50 msec and was followed after a blank interval of

150 msec by a target array (50 msec duration), and participants had

to report the orientation of the unique stimulus in the target array.
This target stimulus was a red bar among gray bars in the color task,

a single gray bar in the onset task, and a small gray bar among larger

gray bars in the size task. In the inverted color task, the cue singleton

was gray among red items, and the unique target stimulus was a
gray bar presented among red bars. Red stimuli are shown in dark

gray, gray stimuli in white.
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amplitudes at lateral posterior electrodes PO7/8 contra-
lateral and ipsilateral to the side of the color singleton
cue within two successive postcue time windows (early
N2pc: 180–235 msec; late N2pc: 235–290 msec). Mean
amplitudes were analyzed in three-way analyses of vari-
ance (ANOVAs) for the factors task, contralaterality (hemi-
sphere contralateral vs. ipsilateral to the color singleton
cue), and cue position. RTs and error rates were analyzed
in a two-way ANOVA with the factors task and cue–target
position (same, different).

Results

Behavior

Figure 2 shows RTs and error rates in the color and
onset tasks for trials where color singleton cues and
targets were presented at same or at different locations.
As expected, spatial cueing effects were present in the
color task, but not in the onset task. A main effect of task
[F(1, 11) = 11.9, p < .01], reflecting faster responses in
the onset task, was accompanied by an effect of cue–
target position [F(1, 11) = 27.2, p < .001] and, most
importantly, by an interaction of task with cue–target
position [F(1, 11) = 24.5, p < .001]. In the color task,
RTs were 37 msec faster when cues and targets were
presented at the same location relative to different-
location trials [t(11) = 5.5, p < .001], whereas there
was no such difference for the onset task (t < 1). The
same pattern was also present for error rates. A main
effect of task [F(1, 11) = 6.0, p < .032], reflecting
superior accuracy in the onset task, was accompanied
by an effect of cue–target position [F(1, 11) = 12.2,
p < .01], and, notably, an interaction of task with cue–
target position [F(1, 11) = 14.0, p < .003]. In the color
task, accuracy was higher on same-location trials [t(11) =

5.0, p < .001], whereas no such difference was present in
the onset task (t < 1).

Event-related Potentials

To demonstrate that cue-induced and target-induced
ERP activity can be reliably dissociated in time, Figure 3
shows ERPs obtained in the 600-msec interval after cue
onset in the color task at lateral posterior electrodes
PO7/PO8, collapsed across all cue and target locations.
Cue-induced P1, N1, and N2 components were followed
by P1 and N1 components triggered by the subsequent
target array, and the onset of the target P1 occurred
almost exactly 300 msec after cue onset. Figure 4 shows
ERPs elicited in the color and onset tasks by physically
identical cue arrays at PO7/8 contralateral and ipsilateral
to the side of a color singleton cue, together with
difference waveforms obtained by subtracting ipsilateral
from contralateral activity (bottom panel). A solid N2pc
with an onset latency of about 180 msec was triggered in
the color task, whereas no N2pc was present within this
time range in the onset task.

The analysis of ERP mean amplitudes obtained during
the early N2pc time window (180–235 msec postcue) re-
vealed main effects of task and contralaterality [F(1, 11) =
12.1 and 8.5, both p < .015]. The interaction of task with
contralaterality was also significant [F(1, 11) = 14.4, p <
.003]. Separate analyses for both tasks found a main ef-
fect of contralaterality in the color task [F(1, 11) = 13.3,
p < .004], reflecting the presence of the N2pc, where-
as no such effect was present in the onset task [F(1,
11) = 1.6, p = .239]. Figure 7 (top left panel) shows the
scalp topography of the N2pc elicited between 180 and
235 msec after cue onset in the color task. In the sub-
sequent late N2pc time window (235–290 msec after cue
onset), a main effect of contralaterality was obtained [F(1,
11) = 6.0, p < .033]. The interaction of task and con-
tralaterality was only marginally significant [F(1, 11) = 3.4,

Figure 2. Response times (line graphs) and error rates (bar graphs)

in the color and onset tasks of Experiment 1 for trials where color

singleton cues and subsequent targets were presented at the same
location or at different locations.

Figure 3. ERPs elicited in the 600-msec interval after cue onset

in the color task of Experiment 1, collapsed across lateral posterior

electrodes PO7/PO8, and across all cue and target locations. P1,

N1, and N2 components triggered by the cue array are followed
by P1 and N1 components elicited in response to the target

array—P1(t) and N1(t). ‘‘T’’ marks the onset of the target array.
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p < .09]. Separate analyses showed again a main effect of
contralaterality for the color task [F(1, 11) = 5.2, p < .043],
but not for the onset task [F(1, 11) = 2.8, p = .124].

Discussion

In Experiment 1, the N2pc component was measured as
an electrophysiological marker of the spatial allocation
of attention to address the current controversy about
the role of current task sets in attentional capture. Does
the absence of spatial cueing effects for singleton cues
that lack task-relevant features demonstrate that such
cues fail to attract attention automatically (Folk et al.,
1992), or is attention initially captured, but then rapidly
disengaged (Theeuwes et al., 2000)? The results ob-
tained in Experiment 1 appear to comprehensively rule
out the latter claim. In the color task, where singleton
cues shared task-relevant features with the targets,
behavioral spatial cueing effects were accompanied by
a solid N2pc component with an onset latency of about
180 msec after cue presentation. This demonstrates that

although spatially noninformative, color singleton cues
did capture attention under conditions where targets
were also color singletons. In marked contrast, no be-
havioral cueing effects were found in the onset task,
thus replicating the results reported by Folk et al.
(1992). Crucially, no N2pc was triggered in response to
physically identical cue arrays during the critical early
N2pc time window (180–235 msec postcue). If color sin-
gleton cues had initially captured attention in a bottom–
up fashion and irrespective of current task set, as argued
by Theeuwes et al. (2000), the early phase of the N2pc
should have been very similar for both tasks. This was
clearly not the case; in fact, no reliable N2pc was ob-
served in the onset task in either the early or the late
N2pc time window. However, Figure 4 suggests that
a small and delayed N2pc may have been present be-
yond 260 msec poststimulus in the onset task. This
observation was statistically confirmed [main effect of
contralaterality for the 265–300 msec interval in the
onset task: F(1, 11) = 15.4, p < .002], and suggests that
color singleton cues did attract attention on some trials
during the onset task, although substantially later than
in the color task. This N2pc delay is not in line with the
claims of Theeuwes et al., who would have predicted
identical early N2pc onsets for both tasks. Instead, the
presence of an attenuated and late N2pc in the onset
task suggests that although intentional task sets may not
always completely prevent attentional capture by task-
irrelevant singleton objects, they substantially delay the
onset of any involuntary attention shifts.

The results obtained in Experiment 1 strongly suggest
that attentional capture is dependent on current task
set and is mediated by whether salient visual singletons
possess task-relevant attributes. One could argue that
although all stimuli were isoluminant, red items may still
have been more salient than gray items, and that the
N2pc observed in response to color singleton cues was
at least in part due to the bottom–up saliency of red
singletons. Because cue arrays were physically identical
in the color and onset tasks, this argument cannot
account for the marked N2pc differences between the
two tasks. Nevertheless, the possibility that the bottom–
up saliency of red color singleton cues may have con-
tributed to the cue-elicited N2pc in the color task will be
further investigated in Experiment 2.

There is, however, an alternative explanation of the
N2pc differences between the color and onset tasks ob-
served in Experiment 1 that does not imply task-set con-
tingent attentional capture. Although the cue arrays were
identical in both tasks, target arrays were very different,
and this difference may have had a systematic effect on
the cue-elicited ERPs. In the color task, a red target was
presented among gray distractors, and target selection
may thus have involved the suppression of distractor
items. In contrast, no suppression was required in the
onset task, where targets were not accompanied by dis-
tractors. If participants had adopted a generalized search

Figure 4. ERPs elicited in the 300-msec interval after cue onset

in the color task (top left) and in the onset task (top right) of

Experiment 1 at posterior electrode sites PO7/8 contralateral (solid

lines) and ipsilateral (dashed lines) to the visual hemifield where
the color singleton cue was presented. (Bottom) Difference waves

obtained by subtracting ipsilateral from contralateral ERPs in the

color task (solid line) and onset task (dashed line).
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strategy that involved distractor suppression in the color
task, suppression may also have been applied to gray
items in the cue array. The N2pc has, in fact, previously
been linked to the attentional suppression of distractors
that are presented close to the target (Luck & Hillyard,
1994b; but see Eimer, 1996, for N2pc results that appear
inconsistent with this distractor suppression account). Its
presence in the color task could thus be linked to the
suppression of task-set irrelevant cue elements, whereas
its absence in the onset task might indicate the lack of
suppression. In other words, the N2pc differences ob-
served between these two tasks may not be related to
the presence versus absence of rapid attentional capture,
but instead to the presence versus absence of to-be-
suppressed distractor items in the target array. Experi-
ment 2 was conducted to test this alternative explanation.

EXPERIMENT 2

In Experiment 1, the N2pc observed for color singleton
cues in the color task was interpreted as evidence for
attentional capture, and its absence in the onset task as a
demonstration that attentional capture is task-set con-
tingent. To investigate the alternative hypothesis that
this N2pc difference between tasks reflects the need to
suppress distractor items in the color task, and the ab-
sence of distractor suppression in the onset task, Exper-
iment 2 included a new task where target items were
presented among nontarget distractors (analogous to
the color task of Experiment 1), but color singleton cues
were task-set irrelevant (analogous to the onset task
of Experiment 1). In this task, red color singleton cues
were followed by target arrays that contained a single
smaller gray bar among larger gray distractor bars, and
participants had to discriminate the orientation of this
size singleton target (size task; see Figure 1). Because
color singleton cues were task-set irrelevant in this task,
no behavioral spatial cueing effects were expected, anal-
ogous to the onset task in Experiment 1. The critical
question was whether an N2pc would still be elicited
in response to color singleton cues in this size task,
where target items were presented among nontarget
distractors. To investigate this, the cue-elicited N2pc was
measured for this task and then compared to the N2pc
observed for a color task that was identical to Experi-
ment 1. If the N2pc observed in Experiment 1 for the
color task was primarily due to a generalized distractor
suppression mode, it should be present for both color
and size tasks in Experiment 2, as targets were always
presented among distractors in these two tasks. In con-
trast, if the cue-elicited N2pc reflected task-set contin-
gent attentional capture, it should be present for the
color task, but not for the size task where color single-
tons cues did not have target-defining features.

In addition, Experiment 2 investigated the possibility
that the cue-elicited N2pc observed in Experiment 1 was at

least in part due to the bottom–up saliency of red color
singleton cues by directly comparing behavioral cueing
effects and cue-induced N2pc components in the color
task and in an ‘‘inverted color task’’ where cue and target
arrays contained a gray singleton item that was presented
among red distractors (see Figure 1). Any difference in
the bottom–up saliency between red and gray color single-
tons should be reflected by systematic differences in be-
havioral cueing effects and cue-induced N2pc components
between the color and inverted color tasks.

Methods

Participants

Twelve volunteers (mean age = 27.8 years, 3 men) were
paid to participate in Experiment 2. Again, one of the
participants was left-handed, the other participants were
right-handed, and all had normal or corrected-to-normal
vision.

Stimuli, Procedure, EEG Recording, and Analyses

The experiment consisted of three tasks (color task, size
task, and inverted color task), with six successively pre-
sented blocks of 64 trials for each task. Task order was
counterbalanced across participants. The color task was
identical to Experiment 1. The size task was identical to
the color task, except that color singleton targets were
replaced by size singleton targets (see Figure 1). These
were horizontally or vertically oriented gray bars that
were smaller (0.98 � 0.28) than the gray distractor bars
(1.38 � 0.58). Participants had to report the orientation
of these size singleton targets by pressing the left or
right response key. The inverted color task was identical
to the color task, except that the cue array now con-
tained one gray set of dots among red sets of dots, and
the target array contained a gray singleton target among
red distractors (see Figure 1). Participants had to re-
spond to the orientation of the gray singleton target bar.
In all other respects, stimuli and procedures were iden-
tical to Experiment 1.

EEG recording and analysis procedures were identical
to Experiment 1, except that the N2pc was now quan-
tified separately for three tasks. In the overall ANOVAs,
the factor task now had three levels (color task vs. size
task vs. inverted color task). Greenhouse–Geisser correc-
tions for nonsphericity were applied where appropriate.

Results

Behavior

Figure 5 shows RTs and error rates in the color, size,
and inverted color tasks for trials where color singleton
cues and subsequent targets were presented at same or
at different locations. Spatial cueing effects were present
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in the color and inverted color tasks, but not in the size
task. A main effect of task [F(2, 22) = 11.2, p < .001] was
obtained, and follow-up analyses using two-tailed t tests
revealed that responses tended to be generally slower in
the size task relative to the color task [t(11) = 2.3,
p < .05] and inverted color task [t(11) = 1.8, p = .095],
whereas RTs did not differ between color and inverted
color tasks [t(11) < 1.0]. More importantly, a main ef-
fect of cue–target position [F(1, 11) = 94.1, p < .001]
was accompanied by an interaction of task with cue–

target position [F(2, 22) = 39.6, p < .001]. In both color
and inverted color tasks, mean RTs were, on average,
48 msec faster when cues and targets were presented
at the same location relative to different-location trials
[t(11) = 8.3 and 8.7, respectively, both p < .001]. In
contrast, mean RTs were, on average, 5 msec faster
for different-location trials in the size task, although
this tendency was not statistically significant [t(11) =
1.4, p = .18]. An analogous pattern was observed for
error rates (see Figure 5). A main effect of task [F(2,
22) = 8.1, p < .003], reflecting slightly lower accuracy
in the size task, was accompanied by an effect of cue–
target position [F(1, 11) = 22.1, p < .001] and, notably,
an interaction of task with cue–target position [F(2,
22) = 5.0, p < .029]. In the color and inverted color
tasks, accuracy was higher on same-location relative
to different-location trials [t(11) = 4.9 and 3.9, both
p < .003], whereas no such difference was present in
the size task (t < 1).

Event-related Potentials

Figure 6 shows ERPs elicited in the color, size, and
inverted color tasks in response to color singleton cues
at PO7/8 contralateral and ipsilateral to the side of a
singleton cue, together with difference waveforms ob-
tained by subtracting ipsilateral from contralateral activ-
ity (bottom panel). As in Experiment 1, a solid N2pc with
an onset latency of about 180 msec was triggered in the

Figure 5. Response times (line graphs) and error rates (bar graphs)

in the color, size, and inverted color tasks of Experiment 2 for trials
where color singleton cues and subsequent targets were presented

at the same location or at different locations.

Figure 6. ERPs elicited in

the 300-msec interval after

cue onset in the color task,
size task, and inverted color

tasks of Experiment 2 at

posterior electrode sites PO7/8

contralateral (solid lines)
and ipsilateral (dashed lines)

to the visual hemifield

where the color singleton
cue was presented. (Bottom)

Difference waves obtained

by subtracting ipsilateral from

contralateral ERPs in the color
task (solid black line), size task

(dashed line), and inverted

color task (solid gray line).
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color task. An N2pc was also clearly elicited in the in-
verted color task, although it was slightly delayed rela-
tive to the N2pc observed in the color task. In contrast,
there was no evidence for any contralaterally enhanced
negativity in the size task. If anything, ERPs tended to be
slightly more negative ipsilateral to the side of the color
singleton cue in this task (see Figure 6).

In the early N2pc time window (180–235 msec after
cue onset), a main effect of contralaterality [F(1, 11) =
6.6, p < .026] was accompanied by an interaction of task
and contralaterality [F(2, 22) = 8.0, p < .016]. Separate
analyses for each task revealed a significant main effect
of contralaterality for the color task [F(1, 11) = 9.8,
p < .01] as well as for the inverted color task [F(1, 11) =
5.0, p < .05], reflecting the presence of an N2pc in
response to color singleton cues in both tasks. The scalp
distribution of this early N2pc is shown in Figure 7 for
the color task (top right panel) and the inverted color
task (bottom right panel). Interestingly, there was also a

significant effect of contralaterality in the size task [F(1,
11) = 9.8, p < .01], which was due to the small but re-
liable inverted N2pc elicited in this task. As can be seen
in Figure 7 (bottom left panel), the scalp distribution
of this lateralized effect was similar to the cue-induced
N2pc observed for the other tasks, although its polar-
ity was reversed. In the late N2pc time window (235–
290 msec postcue), main effects of task [F(2, 22) = 6.0,
p < .016] and contralaterality [F(1, 11) = 19.0, p < .002]
were accompanied by a Task by Contralaterality inter-
action [F(2, 22) = 15.7, p < .001]. Separate analyses
confirmed main effects of contralaterality for the color
and inverted color tasks [F(1, 11) = 15.1 and 19.4, both
p < .003], whereas the inverted N2pc effect in the size
task did not reach significance [F(1, 11) = 3.5, p = .089].

Figure 6 suggests that although reliable N2pc compo-
nents were triggered contralateral to the color singleton
cue in both the color and inverted color tasks, the N2pc
peak was slightly delayed in the inverted color task. To
investigate this latency difference, N2pc peak latencies
(i.e., the latency of the maximal negative value obtained
in contralateral–ipsilateral difference waveforms at PO7/
PO8 in the 180–290 msec postcue time window) were
computed for each participant in both tasks. In the in-
verted color task, the N2pc peak was indeed significantly
delayed relative to the color task [257 vs. 242 msec,
t(11) = 7.2, p < .001].

Discussion

A cue-elicited N2pc component was triggered in the
color task of Experiment 2, replicating the findings from
Experiment 1. An N2pc was also elicited in response to
gray singleton cues presented among red items in the
inverted color task, where target singletons were gray
among red bars. This demonstrates that the N2pc to the
cues does not depend on the presence of salient red
singletons among gray distractors, but can also be ob-
served when this color assignment is reversed. This con-
clusion was further underlined by the fact that identical
behavioral spatial cueing effects were obtained in the
color and inverted color tasks. However, the N2pc
peaked slightly earlier in the color task than in the in-
verted color task (see Figure 6). This small but reliable
latency effect could be due to the continuous presence
of the fixation dot at the screen center. The fact that
this fixation dot was gray in all task conditions (as in Ex-
periment 1) may have somewhat reduced the singleton
status of gray items in the inverted color task.

The principal purpose of Experiment 2 was to test the
claim that the cue-triggered N2pc observed in the color
task of Experiment 1 is not related to attentional cap-
ture, but instead to the necessity to suppress distractor
items in the target array. According to this hypothesis,
cue-elicited N2pc components should have been simi-
lar in the color and size tasks of Experiment 2, as tar-
gets were presented among nontarget distractors in both

Figure 7. Topographical maps of cue-induced N2pc scalp
distributions obtained during the 180–235 msec time interval

after cue onset. These maps were constructed by spherical spline

interpolation (see Perrin, Pernier, Bertrand, & Echallier, 1989) after

mirroring the ipsilateral–contralateral difference waveforms to
obtain symmetrical voltage values for both hemispheres. As a result

of the mirroring procedure, the N2pc appears as negative voltage

(�) over the left hemisphere and as positive voltage (+) over the

right hemisphere. Note the different scale used for the size task
of Experiment 2 (bottom left panel), and the inverted polarity of

the N2pc effect in this task, representing an enhanced negativity

ipsilateral to the side of the color singleton cue.
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tasks. However, this prediction was not confirmed. In the
size task, where targets were small singleton bars pre-
sented among uniform larger bars, no N2pc was elicited
contralateral to the side of color singleton cues. As color
was task-irrelevant in the size task, this is exactly what is
predicted by the hypothesis that attentional capture is
contingent upon top–down task sets. In contrast, this
observation rules out the alternative distractor suppres-
sion account, which had predicted similar N2pc effects for
the color and size tasks. Additional support for contingent
capture is provided by the absence of behavioral spatial
cueing effects by color singleton cues in the size task. This
finding extends the behavioral results reported by Folk
et al. (1992), and suggests that when stimulus size is task-
relevant, color singletons do not capture attention in a
bottom–up fashion.

An unexpected finding was the presence of a small
but reliable inverted cue-elicited effect in the size task,
with enhanced negativities in the N2pc time range
ipsilateral to the color singleton cue (see Figure 6). As
can be seen in Figure 7 (bottom left panel), this later-
alized effect showed the typical posterior scalp distribu-
tion of an N2pc, except for its reversed polarity with
respect to the color singleton location. The presence of
an inverted N2pc in the size task appears to suggest a
tendency for participants to direct attention away from
the side of the color singleton cue and toward the
opposite side of the cue array. Although this effect was
not predicted, the contingent attentional capture hy-
pothesis may offer a tentative explanation. The gray
items in the cue array may have been sufficiently similar
in terms of their color and size to the target items in the
size task (small gray singleton bars) to elicit some task-
set contingent attentional capture. This may have re-
sulted in a small net attentional bias away from the side
of the cue array that contained the red color singleton
item and one gray item, and toward the side with two
gray items. According to this explanation, which will be
tested in future studies, the N2pc is sensitive to subtle
(and, in this case, purely inadvertent) variations in the
capacity of irrelevant visual stimuli to attract attention in
a task-set contingent fashion, even when these are too
small to produce reliable behavioral effects. An alterna-
tive possibility is that participants may have actively di-
rected attention away from color singleton cues in the
size task, perhaps to reduce interference between these
cues and subsequent size target stimuli at cued loca-
tions. The presence of a nonsignificant trend for RTs to
be faster on different-location trials in the size task is
consistent with both of these accounts.

Although the presence of a small inverted N2pc in the
size task was unexpected, it only serves to further em-
phasize the systematic effects of task set on N2pc com-
ponents triggered in response to physically identical
cues in the color and size tasks. These differences can-
not be accounted for by the presence versus absence of
to-be-suppressed distractors, and thus, provide further

compelling evidence for task-set contingent attentional
capture.

GENERAL DISCUSSION

In the present study, the N2pc was used as an electro-
physiological marker of selective attentional processing
to investigate whether rapid attentional capture by spa-
tially uninformative singleton cues is contingent upon
top–down task sets. In Experiment 1, color singleton
cues triggered an N2pc when targets were also color
singletons, but not when targets were onset items, in
line with the contingent attentional capture hypothesis.
Experiment 2 ruled out an alternative interpretation of
this difference in terms of distractor inhibition by dem-
onstrating that under conditions where targets were al-
ways presented among nontarget distractors, an N2pc
was elicited contralateral to color singleton cues only
when color was the relevant target-defining feature, but
not when targets were defined by their size. In both ex-
periments, the pattern of behavioral spatial cueing ef-
fects mirrored these electrophysiological results, which
provide new and compelling evidence in support of the
hypothesis that attentional capture is mediated by top–
down task sets.

According to Theeuwes et al. (2000), the absence of
behavioral spatial cueing effects for task-irrelevant single-
ton cues are due to the fact that although attention is
initially captured in a bottom–up fashion by these cues, it
is rapidly disengaged from cues that lack target-defining
features. If this assumption was correct, an N2pc should
have initially been triggered by all singleton cues irrespec-
tive of task instructions, whereas the later phase of the
N2pc may have been differentially affected by top–down
task set. The current results do not support this predic-
tion. Cue-elicited N2pc components emerged early in the
color task (Experiments 1 and 2) and inverted color task
(Experiment 2), as would be expected under conditions
where salient singleton cues share target-defining fea-
tures. In marked contrast, no N2pc was triggered at all
during the critical early N2pc time window (180–235 msec
postcue) in the onset task (Experiment 1), and a small
but reliable inverted N2pc was observed in the size task
(Experiment 2) where physically identical color singleton
cues were task-irrelevant. These strong effects of task set
on the early phase of the N2pc to color singleton cues
does not support the assumptions of Theeuwes et al.
(see also Folk & Remington, 2006, for additional behav-
ioral evidence against the rapid disengagement account).
They are, however, fully consistent with the hypothesis
that attentional capture is mediated by top–down task set
(Folk et al., 1992).

The N2pc to color singleton cues emerged relatively
early (at about 180 msec poststimulus) in the present
study, and overlapped with the peak of the N1 compo-
nent (see Figures 4 and 6). In contrast, an N2pc to color
singletons started about 40 msec later in a previous study
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(Hickey et al., 2006) when they were accompanied by
salient shape singleton targets in the opposite hemifield.
This latency difference is likely due to the fact that the
cue arrays used in the current experiments contained a
color singleton on the left or right side without another
salient singleton item on the other side. As identical cue
arrays were used in all task conditions investigated here,
this factor cannot account for any of the marked N2pc
differences that were observed between these conditions.

One could argue that although the present results have
demonstrated that the N2pc is eliminated when color
singleton cues do not share target features, the absence
of an N2pc does not necessarily imply the absence of
attentional capture. In other words, a transient attention
shift might have been triggered to the location of color
singleton cues in the onset task of Experiment 1, and in
the size task of Experiment 2, followed by rapid atten-
tional disengagement (as postulated by Theeuwes et al.,
2000), without this being reflected by an N2pc. Such a
scenario might be plausible if the N2pc was not linked
to the initial allocation of spatial attention, but primarily
to the subsequent attentional analysis of candidate target
events at specific locations. However, recent studies have
found reliable N2pc components to task-irrelevant color
singletons that were presented together with shape sin-
gleton targets (Hickey et al., 2006), as well as under con-
ditions where nontargets were presented at locations that
were previously cued as potentially task-relevant (Kiss,
Van Velzen, & Eimer, 2008), suggesting that the N2pc is
elicited even when attentional allocation is not followed
by further in-depth processing (see also Mazza, Turatto,
Umiltà, & Eimer, 2007, for further evidence). Given these
observations, it appears reasonable to assume that in the
present study, rapid attentional capture should have been
reflected by the N2pc.

This assumption is further supported by the fact that
numerous previous studies have demonstrated firm
links between the N2pc and the attentional selection
of candidate target events (e.g., Brisson & Jolicoeur,
2007; Kiss et al., 2007; Mazza et al., 2007; Jolicoeur,
Sessa, Dell’Acqua, & Robitaille, 2006; Woodman & Luck,
1999; Girelli & Luck, 1997; Eimer, 1996; Luck & Hillyard,
1994a, 1994b). In fact, results from several earlier N2pc
studies are consistent with contingent attentional cap-
ture. For example, Luck and Hillyard (1994b, Experiment
1) studied pop-out visual search where targets or non-
target singleton stimuli were presented together with
homogeneous distractors. Targets were defined by a
specific combination of color, size, and orientation,
and nontarget singleton items either shared two of these
features with the targets (‘‘difficult’’ nontargets) or dif-
fered from the targets on all three dimensions (‘‘easy’’
nontargets). Although an N2pc was elicited in response
to targets as well as difficult nontargets, no N2pc was
found for easy nontargets. Luck and Hillyard interpreted
these results as reflecting the attentional processing
of nontargets that require careful analysis to be distin-

guished from targets, without referring explicitly to task-
set contingent attentional capture. However, the contin-
gent capture hypothesis is perfectly consistent with their
findings: An N2pc is triggered in response to difficult
nontargets because these share target-defining features,
but not to easy nontargets that lack any task-relevant
features (see also Girelli & Luck, 1997; Luck & Hillyard,
1994a, for further evidence that the N2pc to singleton
items in pop-out visual search is determined by top–
down task set).

Although the present findings strongly support the
view that attentional capture is mediated by top–down
task sets, results from a recent ERP study that also em-
ployed the N2pc as an indicator of selective attentional
processing (Hickey et al., 2006) have led to the conclu-
sion that attentional capture is at least partially deter-
mined by bottom–up saliency. When a target shape
singleton and a more salient nontarget color singleton
were presented in opposite hemifields together with
uniform distractor items, a small but reliable N2pc was
triggered contralateral to the color singleton between
220 and 265 msec poststimulus, prior to the emergence
of an N2pc to the shape target. This suggests that at-
tention was initially captured in a bottom–up fashion by
the irrelevant color singleton before it was directed to
the shape target. It is possible that procedural differ-
ences between the spatial cueing paradigm used in the
present study and the two-singleton visual search task
employed by Hickey et al. (2006) may account for these
discrepant results. When attentional capture is investi-
gated with cueing procedures (see also Folk et al., 1992),
irrelevant singletons (cues) and relevant singletons (tar-
gets) are separated in time, whereas they are presented
simultaneously in visual search arrays as used by Hickey
et al. and Theeuwes (1991). Thus, these two paradigms
differ substantially with respect to the impact of tempo-
ral attention, as well as with regard to the possibility of
direct perceptual competition between simultaneously
presented singleton items. It is worth noting that be-
havioral evidence for task-set contingent attentional cap-
ture has come primarily from studies that used spatial
cueing procedures, whereas evidence for bottom–up
driven capture effects has been found predominantly
with two-singleton visual search displays (see Ruz &
Lupiáñez, 2002, for a more detailed discussion), suggest-
ing that these two procedures may not be equivalent
with respect to their susceptibility to top–down versus
bottom–up attentional capture. Future studies need to
employ the N2pc as a measure of attentional capture in
order to directly compare and contrast the role of top–
down and bottom–up factors for attentional capture in
spatial cueing and visual search experiments. In addi-
tion, further spatial cueing experiments should also
investigate contingent attentional capture with a fully
crossed design (as in Folk et al., 1992), by orthogonally
manipulating cue type (e.g., color cue vs. size cue) and
top–down task set (e.g., color task vs. size task).
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In summary, the present study has used the N2pc as
an electrophysiological marker of selective attentional
processing to demonstrate that attentional capture by
salient visual events is strongly dependent on top–down
control and is not triggered in a bottom–up fashion,
irrespective of current task sets. These results provide
new evidence in favor of the contingent involuntary ori-
enting hypothesis.
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